VERSION A+B

Complete the sentences with the right form of the words in brackets.
1. I rarely give money to _______________________ (BEG) who ask me for it in the street.
2. Unfortunately, _______________________ (TIDY) is not one of my features of character. I’m rather messy.
3. My son’s school offers a wide variety of extracurricular _______________________ (ACTIVE).
4. Jack came down with a strange ____________________ (ILL). The doctors are confused about his symptoms.
5. The __________________ (PROBABLE) of winning a lottery is so low that I really don’t know if it is worth trying.
6. _____________________ (PACK) trips are a good choice for families with children, everything is arranged and
parents don’t have to worry about anything.
7. Because of the heavy rains and lack of electricity we had to spend the whole evening in complete
_____________________ (DARK). We didn’t have any candles.

8. Tom didn’t accept the job as it didn’t offer any chances of ______________________ (DEVELOP).
9. Your ______________________ (DEPEND) on your parents is really worrying. You should try to make decisions
on your own and finally become independent.
10. After the diagnosis the rest of her life became a constant struggle for ______________________ (SURVIVE).
11. We bought this house as an ______________________ (INVEST) for the future when we have more children.
12. You could see that Alice had __________________________ (DIFFICULT) to run the marathon, but she had
practised a lot and I knew she would complete it.

13. His ____________________ (MARRY) proposal came as a complete shock to Dorothy. She didn’t expect that.
14. It’s just a small ______________________ (INFECT) so you don’t have to be concerned about your child.
15. We have to postpone our _______________________ (ARRIVE) as our train was delayed.
16. Ann was disappointed with my _____________________ (PERFORM). She thought it would be more
entertaining.
17. I am at risk of losing __________________________ (HEAR) as one of my parents has this problem.
18. If you want to be a successful writer you have to constantly develop your ___________________ (CREATIVE).
19. Please, wait for me in the _____________________ (DEPART) lounge at the airport.
20. My uncle signed an ________________________ (AGREE) with the landlord and moved into the flat.
21. I received a __________________________ (MEMBER) card at this club. Thanks to it I pay less.
22. There aren’t many __________________ (SIMILAR) between me and my twin sister, we even look different.
23. I forgot to take out _______________________ (INSURE) before the trip and I had to pay extra for the treatment
at the hospital.

24. His __________________________ (REFUSE) to participate in the project was a surprise for all of us.
25. Suddenly, Anne became pale, she fell down and lost _________________________ (CONSCIOUS).
26. I thought that _______________________ (RACE) is a problem of the past and I couldn’t believe when my friend
told me her son was bullied for being black.

ANSWER KEY
1. beggars
2. tidiness
3. activities
4. illness
5. probability
6. package
7. darkness
8. development
9. dependence
10. survival
11. investment
12. difficulty
13. marriage
14. infection
15. arrival
16. performance
17. hearing
18. creativity
19. departure
20. agreement
21. membership
22. similarities
23. insurance
24. refusal
25. consciousness
26. racism

